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Sincethe introduction of the Burridge-Knopoffmodel for fault mechanics
many spring-blockmodels have been proposedwhich purportedly generate

a Gutenberg-Richter(GR) distributionof earthquakemoments.Upon close

examination, not all of these models generate distributions consistentwith
GR. Of those that do, few are able to generateother realistic aspectsof distributed seismicitysuch as numbersof foreshocksand aftershocksconsistent
with Omori's Law and both characteristicand noncharacteristicseismiccycle
behavior. We have systematically constructed a structurally-heterogeneous
spring-blockmodel coupledto a viscousasthenospherewhich generatesmany
realistic features of distributed seismicity. Versionsof the model without
viscous coupling were found to be inadequate to generate realistic model
seismicity.A structurally heterogeneous
model with viscouscouplingis compared in detail to previous spring-blockmodels and data for observedseismicity in terms of the cumulative frequency-sizedistribution of events, the
occurrenceof foreshocksand aftershocks,the increaseof cumulative Benioff
strain release prior to large earthquakes, the dependenceof seismicity on
depth, fault length, and structural heterogeneity,the relationship between
the average slip and moment of an earthquake, and the heterogeneity of
the rupture process. These comparisonsdemonstrate the effectivenessof
the model in simulating seismicityand suggestthat heterogeneityand viscous coupling are necessaryconditionsfor a realistic spring-block model of
seismicity.
INTRODUCTION

Seismicityexhibits a complex variety of behavior including a broad distribution of energy releaseand spatial and temporal clusteringof earthquakesover a wide
range of scales.It has been recognizedsincethe estab-

self-similar over a wide range of scales. This is a
consequenceof the power-law form of the GR Law

(whichstatesthat the numberof earthquakesin a region with moment greater that g/Iois a power-lawfunc-

tion of moment with exponent-2/3) since a power
law has no characteristicscale. More recently, Kalishmentof the Gutenburg-Richter
(GR) Law [Gutengan [1991a]hasalsodocumented
the self-similarspatial
burgand Richter, 1944]that seismicityis statistically
clusteringof hypocentersover a wide range of scales.
Self-similarityhas attracted the attention of many researcherswho have proposedvariationsof the original
spring-block
modelof Burridgeand Knopoff[1967]in
GeoComplexity
andthePhysics
ofEarthquakes
order
to
model
seismicityon a singlefault and/or on
Geophysical
Monograph120
a
collection
of
faults.
Many of these models have been
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Spring-blockmodelswere originally proposedby Bur-

ridge and Knopoff[1967](BK) who considered
the relative motion of two rigid plates with elastic rebound
of discrete blocks between the plates. Blocks which
are frictionally coupled to one of the plates and elastically coupled to the other plate and to each other

(Fig. la).

The equationsof motion for this system

were integrated numerically in BK and it was shown
that stick-slip behavior and a power-law distribution
of event sizes resulted if the blocks obeyed a velocityFigure la. Model geometryfor the basicheterogeneous
springblock model. Blocksare coupledto one anotherby springswith

springconstant
Koandarecoupled
to thedriverplatewith springs
of springconstant
Kh.Two otherparameters
definethemodel:the

mean and standard deviation of the static coefficients of friction of
the blocks.

weakening
frictionlaw. A heavy-tailed
distribution
re-

sulted becausealthough most earthquakesinvolved the
movement of only one or two blocks, occasionallythe
movement of one block would trigger the movement of
adjacent blocksthrough their elastic couplingand these
blockswould trigger still more in a cascadeof slippage
over a large area.
The late 1980s saw a renewed

interest

in this model

analyzed and compared to observedseismicityin terms
of the frequency-sizedistribution of events. In some

since critical systemswhich generate power-law statis-

cases the occurrence

tics and have no characteristic

of foreshocks and aftershocks

has

also been examined. Based on the multiplicity of models that apparently exhibit GR statistics, however,the
comparisonof only one or two measuresis clearly inadequateto validate spring-blockmodelsof seismicity.
Instead, spring-blockmodelsmust be comparedagainst
all available phenomenologicaldata such as frequencysize statistics, spatiotemporalclusteringof the number
of earthquakesand stressrelease,the scalingof average
slip with seismicmoment, and the well-documenteddependenceof seismicityon depth, length, and structural
heterogeneityof the fault surfaceor systemof faults.
The purposeof this paper is to review the previouswork
on spring-blockmodels and to document the systematic constructionof a spring-blockmodel which generates model seismicityvery similar to observedseismicity. The model was constructedsystematicallyby starting with as basica model as possiblewhich reproduces
GR statistics and then improving the model by trial
and error until a model consistent with many observations of seismicity was obtained. This procedure not
only identified which elementsof our model were sufficient for generatingrealistic behavior but also served
to rule out alternative possibilities. We have concluded
that a model which includesstructural heterogeneityas
representedby variable static coefficientsof friction and
a coupling of blocks to viscousdashpotsare necessary
elementsfor a realisticspring-blockmodel of seismicity.

scale had been studied

so

successfullywith techniquesof statistical physicsin the
1970sand early 1980s. Additionally, spring-blockmodels gained interest becausethey were shown to exhibit

deterministicchaosby Huangand Turcotte[1990]who
considereda simple system of just two coupled blocks
describedby the logistic differenceequation. With different block masses,the authors showedthat their system exhibited deterministic chaos and patterns of seismicity similar to those on real fault segments.A similar
coupled two-block system was compared to the behav-

ior of subductionzonesby Ruff [1992]. The blocksin
his model were associatedwith large asperities. Carlson

and Langer[1989]studieda linear array similarto the
original Burridge-Knopoffmodel. Although the system
was deterministic and completely homogeneous, the
system behavior was extremely complex and chaotic.
Their model seemedto show that it is possibleto generate many aspects of seismicity with a homogeneous
model provided that the system had nonlinearity. However, the behavior that they observed does not hold
downto the continuumlimit [Ben-Zionand Rice, 1995;
Ben-ZionandRice, 1997].Therefore,it seemsnecessary
to associatethe blocks with structural heterogeneities
in order to motivate the discretenessof the spring-block
model.

Nakanishi [1990,1991]considereda versionof the
spring-blockmodel in which only one block is allowed
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distributionsconsistent
with
moveat any time. The slippageof oneblockcanlead generatedfrequency-size
to the instabilityof one or more neighboringblocks, thoseof observedseismicity,they wereactually signifi-

cantly different from GR.
Another, more subtle, problem with some springuntil all blocks are stable again. This modification
made simulationof spring-blockmodelsfar less com- block models has to do with how the model moves the
putationallyintensiveand allowedfor the investiga- driverplate relativeto the movementof slippedblocks.
modelsthe relativemotionof the plates
tion of largersystemsizesand two-dimensional
arrays In spring-block
of blocks. Nakanishi[1990,1991]
obtainedsimilarre- representsthe buildup of stressbetweentwo tectonic
suitsto thoseof Carlsonand Langer[1989],including plates.This builduphappensat a rate muchlowerthan
their power-lawdistributionof eventsizes. He found that of the elastic rebound of the slipped blocks. In all
that the equationsof motion couldbe nondimension- computermodels,however,motion takesplace in disalizedsuchthat the systembehavioris fully described cretejumps. In orderto ensurethat the rate of tectonic
by the stiffness,the ratio of the springconstantscon- loadingis alwaysmuchlessthan the rate of elasticrenectingblocksto thoseconnecting
eachblockto the bound,tectonicloadingmust occuronly as long as all
driver plate. For a large stiffness,eventswhichmove blocks are stable. A naive implementation of a springthe wholesystemat onceare common.Wang[1995] block model movesthe driver plate forward by equal
time stepsand relaxesall
alsoemphasized
the roleof the stiffness
(or seismiccou- discreteamountsin successive
which can then slip in a subsequenttime step or steps

pling)on the frequency-size
distributionof the resul-

tant modelseismicity.The behaviorfor large stiffness
appearsto be similarto the frequency-size
distribution
observedfor a singlefault, with frequentcharacteristic earthquakes
whichrupturethe entirefault superimposedon a background
seismicity
with a power-law
distribution. For smallerstiffnesses,
an exponentialrolloff
in the power-law
frequency-size
distributionisobserved.

blocks whose elastic stress exceeds the frictional restor-

ing forceafter the driver plate hasbeenmoved.If the
driver plate is incrementedby equal, discreteamounts
without relaxingunstableblocksbeforethe driver plate
completesits motion, it is possiblefor two or more unconnectedpatchesof the fault surfaceto becomeunstable during the sametime step and be countedas one

earthquake. The modelsof Brown et al. [1991]and
Rundleand Klein [1993]sufferfrom this artifact. To
butionis observed
up to the largestevents.Distributed correct this, the driver plate must be advancedonly
seismicity
hasbeenclaimedto be an exampleof self- until the next block in the model becomes unstable.
A third weaknessof many previousanalysesis the deorganized
criticality[Bakand Tang,1989;Ito andMatsuzaki,1990;Barriereand Turcotte,1994]. However, pendenceof modelbehavioron initial conditions.If the
modelof Fig. la is startedwith uniform
since Nakanishi's model exhibits the power-law distri- spring-block
bution characteristicof critical phenomenafor a par- spacingbetweenblocks,a singleearthquakein whichall
ticular valueof the stiffness,his modelis self-organized of the blocksin the systemmovethe sameamountwill
There is a critical stiffnessfor which a power-law distri-

occur repeatedly. If a small amount of randomnessis
includedin the initial block positions,most of the stress
ior, as Nakanishi's
modeldoes,a self-organized
critical will be releasedin a singlelarge earthquakebut there
critical. Since a robust model of seismicityshould generate both characteristic and noncharacteristic behav-

modelwhichonly producesa singlefrequency-size
dis- will be smaller events as well. If the variation in the
tributionmaynot be robustenoughfor a generalmodel initial block positionsis increased,the elastic rebound
of seismicity.Grassoand Sornette[1998]havereached of the blockswill be further decoupledand the ratio of
the same conclusion.

the strain releasedin the largest event to the strain re-

Althoughthe modelsof CarlsonandLanger[1989],
Carlson[1991],Bak and Tang[1989],Brownat al.
[1991],Rundleand Brown[1991],and Huanget al.
[1992]exhibitpowerlawstatistics,
the seismicity
gener-

leasedin backgroundseismicitywill be decreased.The
modelsof Nakanishi[1990,1991],for example,include
this initial randomnessin the block positions. It is un-

likely that a modelwhichdependsso heavilyon initial
ated by thesemodelsis not consistent
with GR. These conditions can be a viable model for seismicity since
studiescomputednon-cumulative
distributionsof event seismicitydisplaysvery similar statisticalbehaviorun-

sizeswithexponents
closeto-1: N(A) ocA-•. To com- der a wide rangeof geometriesand fault histories.
Randomnesshas also been introduced into somespring
pare this distributionwith GR the distributionmust
block
modelsby incrementingthe stressrandomlyover
be integratedgivingN(> A) oclog(A) whichis not a
time
until
some uniform threshold has been
powerlaw. Thus, althoughthesemodelspurportedly
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Forexample,in the modelsof Bak and Tang[1989],Barviereand Turcotte[1990],and Ito and Matsizaki[1990]
a site is chosenat random during each time step and
a unit of stressis added to that site during that time
step. When a site has four units of stress accumulated
on it, the site becomesunstable and redistributes stress
to its nearest neighbors. While this approach may be
one way to model structural heterogeneityof the fault
surface, it does not allow the model heterogeneityto
be characterized by a parameter which can be varied
to study the model dependenceon the degree of heterogeneity. It is hard to imagine any other motivation
for the randomness

in those models besides structural

heterogeneity.
One way in which the simple repeating earthquake
behavior of spring-block models with uniform friction
can be rectified is by letting the blocks have a distribution of static coefficientsof friction representing
structural heterogenity of the fault surface. If the discrete elementsof the spring-blockmodel are associated
with fault asperities, it is most realistic to consider
nonuniform coefficients of static friction to represent

the intermittent contactbetweenfault surfacesand/or
bends in the fault which concentrate stress in particular areas. The importance of structural heterogeneity
on seismicity has been emphasized by many studies.
For example, elementary considerationsbased on fracture mechanicstheory indicate that strong fault het-

Rundle, Kanamori, and McNally, 1984; Lomintz-Adler
and Lemus-Diaz, 1989; Knopoff, Landoni, and Abinante, 1992; Rundle and Klein, 1993; Ben-Zion and

Rice, 1995]. These modelsare often classifiedas asperity models. They include heterogeneitiesthat break
upon rupture and drive slip on weaker regions. In contrast, barrier models include heterogeneitieswhich do
not break during an earthquake. Mikumo and Miyatake

[1983]studieda thresholdmodelof rupture with spatially inhomogeneousbreaking strengths. They found
that a broad distribution of breaking strengthsled to a
rich buildup of activity prior to the principal rupture in
direct analogy with experimentalwork on rock fracture

by Mogi [1962].A numberof seismicobservations
suggest that heterogeneityin both individual fault planes
and in systems of faults exerts control on the history

of seismicity.Lay et al. [1980]investigatedthe clustering of seismicityin subductionzones. They found
evidencefor richer foreshockactivity on the Kurile Island Arc than in the Aleutian Island Arc and greater
still than that of the Chilean subduction zone. They attributed this differenceto the heterogeneityof seismic
coupling in these areas. Greater clusteringand foreshock activity was associatedwith the larger variance
in asperity size of the Kurile Island Arc than that of
the Aleutians or the Chilean subduction zone. Foxall,

Michelini,and McEvilly[1993]and LeesandNicholson
[1993]have obtaineda three-dimensional
tomographic

[Hanks,1979;HanksandMcGuire,1981;Aki, 1984;Aki,

imageof seismicwavespeedanomaliesfor southernCalifornia. They attribute anomalies to lithospheric heterogeneitiesand argue that these heterogeneitiesexert
control on the recent history of seismicity in the San

1992; Dmowska and Lovison, 1992; Rice, 1993; BenZion and Rice, 1993; Ben-Zion and Rice, 1995; Ben-

formeda similar imagingof heterogeneitiesin the Park-

erogenities,acting as barriers, determinethe frequencymagnitude relations, non-uniform fault slip, clustering
of events, and random ground accelerationsobserved

Zion andRice,1997;Dmowska,Zhang,andRice,1996].
Several studieshave modeledthe topographyand/or

Andreasfault system. Malin et al. [1989]has perfield section of the San Andreas

fault and reached sim-

ilar conclusions.Dodge,Beroza,and Ellsworth[1996]

have interpreted the prevalence of foreshocksprior to
severalmajor southern California earthquakesin terms
tributionof eventswith that of observedseismicityJAn- of the degree of structural heterogeneity on the fault
drews, 1980; Andrews, 1981; yon Seggern, 1980; Kagan
plane. They plot the number of immediate foreshocks
and Knopoff, 1987; Yin and Ranalli, 1995; de Rubeis on the fault plane of each mainshock versus the width
et al., 1996]. In this approach,the stressdifference of the foreshockzone, a simple measureof the jaggedalong a fault is modeled as a Brownian walk as innessor structural heterogenityof the fault plane. They
stress distribution

of the fault

surface

as a stochastic

function and comparedthe resulting frequency-sizedis-

ferred by Hanks [1979]. The distributionof intervals

found that the number

betweenzero-crossings
of a Brownian walk is associated
with the frequency-sizedistribution of earthquakes. In
addition, many studieshave included heterogeneitiesin
mechanicalmodelsof earthquakesand found the heterogeneitiesto be of central importance in the model be-

[Scholz,1968a,b;Hirata, 1987]. This is consistentwith
the conclusions
of Jones[1984]and Abercrombie
and
Mori [1995]who investigatedthe dependence
of fore-

havior [Das and Aki, 1977;Rundle and Jackson,1977;
Nut and Israel, 1980; Papageorgiouand Aki, 1983a,b;

of foreshocks increased with the

heterogenity of the fault plane, similar to the dependence on heterogeneity observed in acoustic emission

shock activity as a function of depth on the San Andreasfault system. Both studiesfound that the
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of foreshocksdecreasesrapidly with increasingdepth in

the crust. Frohlich[1987]obtainedsimilar resultsfor
other fault systems. Kisslingerand Jones[1991]also
identified a similar depth dependencein the number of
aftershocks

in Southern

California.

This

decrease in

foreshockand aftershockactivity may be related to a
decreasein the degreeof structural heteroegenitysince

%

.

heterogeneity
decreases
with increasingdepth (as inferred from stronggroundmotion studies)[Anderson
[
I
andHough,1984]. Novelo-Casanova
et al. [1985]and
Jin and Aki [1989] presentedevidencefor a correlation between Gutenberg-Richterb-valuesand spatial Figure lb. Model geometryfor the heterogeneous
spring-block
and temporal variations in heterogeneityas measured model with viscouscoupling(from Hainzl et al. [ 1999]).
by attenuation.

A particularly important quantitative study of the
Hainzl at al. [1999]constructedoneof the few moddependenceof seismicity on structural heterogeneity els to generaterealistic foreschocksand aftershocksin a
and fault length for strike-slipfaults wasperformedby seismiccycle. They achievedthis result by couplingthe
Stirlinget al. [1996].Theseauthorsquantifiedthe dif- blocks of a cellular-automatonspring-blockmodel to
ference in the observedfrequencyof intermediate and an intermediateset of blockscoupledto dashpots(Figlarge-magnitudeeventscomparedto the number pre- ure lb). This intermediatelayer representsthe viscous
dicted basedon an extrapolation of the GR distribution asthenosphere. Their model generated a cumulative
for smallevents.They foundthat short,smoothfaults frequency-sizedistribution consistent with GR as well
tend to displaycharacteristicearthquakebehaviorwhile as aftershocks and foreshocks consistent with Omori's
large, rough faults tend to releasea larger portion of Law for particular model parameters with a realistic ratheir seismicmomentsin backgroundevents. Although tio of aftershocksto foreshocks.However, their model
Stirling et al. [1996]did not fit exponentsto their data, generatesonly one frequency-sizedistribution (correbehavior). The behavior
a visual inspection indicates that the fault zone com- spondingto noncharacteristic
plexity is inverselyproportionalto the strike slip offset. of their model dependson an initially random distribuThe frequencyratio of observedto extrapolated large- tion of stresses on model blocks. One additional drawmagnitude events increased,in turn, approximately as back of their model was that aftershocks and foreshocks
the squareroot of the strike slip offset. Combiningthese were only consistentwith Omori's law for a particular
two observations,the frequency ratio varies as one over ratio of the aftershockdecay time to the characteristic
the square root of the fault complexity, quantified as earthquake recurrence time.
In this paper, we extend the model of Hainzl et al.
the number of steps per unit fault length.
Studies of slider block models which include the ef-

fects of structural heterogeneityhave been performed.

[1999]to includea distributionof static coefficients
of
friction in orderto modelstructuralheterogeneityof the

Rundle and Klein [1993],$teacyet al. [1996], Gross fault surface or network. The realistic aftershock and
[1996]and $teacyand McUloskey
[1999]studieda cel- foreshock
behaviorof the modelof Hainzl et al. [1999]is

lular

block

automaton

model

version

with

of the two-dimensional

a statistical

distribution

slider

of failure

thresholds. For a large variance in the failure threshold, they found an exponential rolloff in the power law
frequency-sizedistribution similar to that observedin

the model of Nakanishi[1990,1991]for a small value

preserved in our model and the statistics are even more

robust since the number

of foreshocks

and aftershocks

obey Omori's Law for nearly all combinationsof the
model parameters. In addition, the model exhibits a
number of other realistic featuresof seismicity.
Besides the viscous coupling mechanism of Hainzl

et al. [1999], rate and state-dependentfriction has
alsobeenproposedas a mechanism
for aftershocks
[Disystem.Knopoff,Landoni,andAbinante[1992]consid- eterich, 1972;1994]. In order to test this hypothesis
of the stiffness.

For a small variance

in failure

thresh-

olds, they found many eventswhich ruptured the whole
ered a one-dimensional

slider block model with heterowithin the context of a spring-block model, we have
geneousfriction. They alsoobservedGutenberg-Richter studied a versionof our model with a stress-dependent
cumulativefrequency-sizestatisticswith an exponential time-to-failure instead of viscouscoupling. This verrolloff at large energies.
sion generatesrealistic seismicity for a short time,
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just as for a model with no viscouscouplingand no
stress-dependent
friction, the model eventually settles
into a state which generatesunrealisticseismicitywith

complexvelocity-dependentfriction laws do not significantly influencethe behavior of a system of two blocks.

frequency-sizestatistics inconsistent with GR and no
foreshocksor aftershocks.Therefore, we concludethat
rate and state-dependent friction does not work as a
model for aftershocks,at least within the context of a
spring-blockmodel.

transformation

Narkouskaiaand Turcotte[1992]showedthat a linear
of the block

motions

exists between

a

systemwith one ratio of dynamic to static coefficientof
friction and another. Thus, changingthe ratio doesnot
affect the behavior

of the model.

To model the struc-

tural heterogeneityof the fault system, the coefficients
A fundamentalquestionfor eachspring-blockmodel of static friction are sampled from a Gaussian distriis whether they representa single,isolatedfault plane bution with a given mean and variance. If a negative
or distributed seismicity on a collection of faults. In
coefficientof friction is sampledinitially from the disthis paper we comparethe output of a two-dimensional tribution, a new coefficientof friction is sampled until
spring-blockmodel to seismicityalong individual seg- a positive coefficient is obtained. Border blocks have
ments of subductionzonesas well as to complexfault
no forceexertedon them from outside("open"boundnetworkssuchas SouthernCalifornia. This may be rea- ary conditions; similar results were obtained for closed
sonablesincespring-blockmodelsdo not dependon diand periodicboundary conditions)and for which the
mensionality[Nakanishi,1998].Spring-block
modelsin initial forcesbetween blocks are all zero. Huang et al.

a linear (1D) or planar (2D) geometryexhibit quali-

tatively and quantitatively very similar behavior. A
blockin a planar (2D) spring-blockmodelhas twice as
many neighboringblocksas in a linear (1D) system,
resultingin a stiffnesstwice as great. However,if the
stiffnessof the two modelsis madecomparableby loweringthe springconstantof interblockspringsin the 2D
model, identical statistics are obtained. For a collection
of faults, a fractal dimension between 1 and 2 is of-

ten observed[Barton and Larson,1985; Turcotte,1986;
Avileset al., 1987;Hirata et al., 1987; Okuboand Aki,
1987;Hirata, 1989;Matsumotoet al., 1992;Davy, 1993;
Scholz,1997],indicatingthat a collectionof faults differsfrom a singlefault only in its dimensionality.Since
spring-blockmodels exhibit very similar behavior for
one and two-dimensionalsystems,this providesa rational basisfor applyingspring-blockmodelsto a variety

of fault geometries.
SYSTEMATIC

DEVELOPMENT

OF A

STRUCTURALLY
HETEROGENEOUS
SPRING-BLOCK
MODEL
COUPLED
VISCOUS
ASTHENOSPHERE

TO

A

Heterogeneity
We first consider a two-dimensional

version of the

spring-blockmodel of Figure la. Each block is coupled
to four neighboringblocksby springswith springconstant Ka and to the driver plate with a singlespringof
spring constant Kb. In addition, each block is friction-

ally coupledwith the lower plate and has a dynamic
coefficient of friction lower than the static coefficient of

friction by a constant factor. Many other friction laws
are possiblebut we have chosenthis one for simplic-

ity. Huang and Turcotte[1992]haveshownthat more

[1992]foundthat a versionof this spring-block
model
with homogeneousfriction could be nondimensionalized

by the seismiccouplingKa/Kb. The analogof the seismic couplingfor a heterogeneousmodel is obtained by

multiplyingKa/K• by the ratio of the meanstaticcoefficientof friction • to the standarddeviationA•uand
dividing by the fault length L:
K•A/uL

(1)

The fault length L enters into the above relation becausea largersystemwill requirestifferinterblocksprings
to rupture the entire system. This systemsize dependencescaleswith the linear dimensionof the system.
The heterogeneous
spring-blockmodeldescribedabove
was integrated forward in time. An example of the seismic history is shownin Figure 2. Earthquake sizesare
commonlyestimated by the moment, the product of averageslip and slip area, and magnitude, definedhere in

termsof the seismicmomentas 1.5 timesthe logarithm

(base10)of the seismic
moment[KanamoriandAnderson, 1975]. In Figure 2 the magnitudeis plotted as a
functionof time in model units. Initially the modeldisplaysa buildupof seismicitybeforea largeeventand a
declineof activity beforethe next cycle. However,after
severalcycles,the model becomescompletelyrandom
and no longerexhibitsa broadrangeof eventsizes.We
calculatedthe cumulativefrequency-sizedistributionof
seismicmomentsfor the early portion exhibitingcyclic
behavior.In Figure 3 the cumulativefrequency-size
distribution of seismicmoments is plotted for models of
systemsize 64x64 in which all of the model parameters
were kept fixed except for the value of K• which was
varied from 0.6 to 0.8 to 1.0. The small events for
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Although the cumulativefrequency-sizerelationships
obtained from the early time behavior of this model
are encouraging,another element needs to be added
to the system so that this is not simply a transient
feature. We have incorporated both stress-dependent
friction and viscouscoupling in an attempt to obtain
realistic seimicity in steady-statemodel behavior.

1

12

t

Stress-dependentfriction

Figure 2. Magnitude versus time in model units for the
basic heterogeneousmodel. Although the initial behavior
is consistent with realistic seismic cycle behavior, this is
only a transient feature. After several identifiable cycles,
the seismicitybecomesentirely random with no foreshocks
or aftershocksand a frequency-sizedistribution inconsistent

with

eral theory of the modified Gutenberg-Richterlaw for
large seismicmoments,unpublishedmanuscript,1998)
have carefully tested the likelihood of various functional forms for the frequency-sizedistribution of largemagnitude events and found that an exponential rolloff
was the most consistent

E
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GR.

casewere well approximated by a power-law with an ex-

ponentof-2/3, in closeagreementwith that of observed
seismicity
for both global[Gutenberg
andRichter,1944;
Hanks and Kanamori, 1979] and regional[Evernden,
1970;Fledlet, 1974]values.The largeeventsare either
overabundant(for Kb = 0.6) relativeto the power-law

Dieterich[1972,1994]has proposedthat aftershocks

are related to rate and state-dependentfriction. Our
first attempt to improve the basic heterogeneousspringblock model was to introduce stress-dependent friction. We introduced stress-dependenceby decreasing
the time-to-failure of a block by a multiplicative factor
dependenton the magnitude of the stressstep and that
decayedwith time accordingto Dieterich's model for

seismicrate increasefollowinga stressstep [Dieterich,
1994]. Representativemodelresultsare shownin Fig-

ure 4. As with the basicheterogeneousmodel, although
there is initally seismiccycle behavior, it is only tran-

trend with many events which rupture nearly the entire

systemor they are underabundant(for Kb = 1.0) with

lO2

a rolloff in the power-law distribution with an exponential tail. This variation in large-eventbehavioris similar
to that observedfor single faults for which a charac-

teristicearthquakedistributionoften results[Schwartz
and Coppersmith,1984; Davison and $cholz, 1985; Ka-

gan,1993; Wesnousky,
1994]whilea Gutenburg-Richter

• 1ø
1
z

distribution of events with an exponential rolloff often
existsfor larger areas includingthe global distribution

[Kagan,1994].
It

should

be noted

that

considerable

care must

be

taken in any analysis of the tail of the cumulative
frequency-sizedistribution sincethere are few eventsin
this region and the uncertainty in the statistics of such
small numbers can be large. Due to this uncertainty,
there have been several different functional forms proposed for the tail of the GR distribution. It has been
proposed that the tail of the distribution is a power

law with an exponentof-1 rather than -2/3 [Pacheco
et al., 1992; Romanowicz and Rundle, 1993; Okal and

Romanowicz.1994]. However,Kagan [1997]and Sornette and Sornette(Sornette,D., and A. Sornette,Gen-
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Figure 3. Cumulative frequency-sizedistribution, the number of events with moments larger than Mo, for three different values of Kb and all other constants fixed. The distribution

of small

events for all three

model

runs is consis-

tent with the power-law observedin GR. The frequency of
large events varies from characteristicearthquakebehavior
for small values of Kb to an exponential rolloff for larger
values of
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5a-c for three different values of Ka with all other constantsheld fixed. Figure 5a-c presentsthe seismichis-

tory aftereachmodelhasachieved
a dynamic
steadystate following the initial transient related to the uniform initial block positions. This model successfully
generateswell-defined seismic cycles for large seismic

coupling(Figure 5a). The cumulativefrequency-size
distribution for the modelsof Figure 5 are givenin Figure 6 with the power-law trend representingGR plotted as the dashed line. As the value of Ka is lowered

from 0.4 to 0.025, the seismiccoupling decreasesand
the model behavior

-1

5

10

15

t

switches from characteristic

characteristic earthquake behavior. Thus, the model
exhibits the same range of frequency-sizedistributions
observed in real faults.

Figure 4. Magnitude versustime in model units for the
heterogeneousmodel with stress-dependenttime-to-failure.
This model exhibits cyclical early-time behavior that eventually disappears into unrealistic seismic behavior with no
foreshocksor aftershocksand a frequency-sizedistribution
inconsistent

with

GR.

sient behavior. Once the model achievesa dynamic
steady-statecondition the seismicityis completelyrandom and the cumulative frequency-sizedistribution is
inconsistentwith GR. This result suggeststhat stressdependent friction is not sufficient as a model for aftershocksor foreshocks,at least within the context of a
spring-blockmodel.
Coupling to viscousasthenosphere
One additional way in which spatiotemporalclustering can be introduced into a spring-blockmodel is to
couple the blocks to an additional layer viscouslycoupled to the upper plate. The viscouslayer introduces a
time-delay to the transfer of stresswithin the fault.

Figurelb illustratesthe modelof Hainzl et al. [1999].

There is a rolloff in the GR dis-

tribution at small magnitudes as well The model also
exhibits a systematicdecreasein B value for larger seismic couplings. This is consistent with the observed

decreasein B value with increasingdepth [Mori and
Abercrombie,
1997]assumingthat seismiccouplingdecreaseswith depth due decreasingheterogeneitywith
increasingdepth.
Stressdiffusion. A strong correlation exists in observedseismicitybetween mainshockprecursortime in-

tervals and the magnitudeof the mainshock[Scholz,
1990]. This observationhas motivatedthe dilitancydiffusionmodel[Scholzet al., 1973]and modelsof seismicity basedon the diffusionof pore fluids [Nut and
Booker,1972; Miller et al., 1999] becauseit implies
stressdiffusionwith a diffusivityof 1 m2/s. Stressdiffusion is also, however, consistentwith a spring-block
model coupledto a viscouslayer. A basic calculationin

Turcotteand Schubert[1982]showsthat the displace-

ment of the lithosphere coupled to a viscousasthenosphereis governedby the diffusionequationwith a diffusivity D given by

o:

When a block slips there is an instantaneous stress

transferfrom one blockto it's neighboringblocksthrough
the elastic couplingof the springswith spring constant
Ka. There is also, however, an overdampedtransfer of
stressbetween neighboringblocks through blocks coupled both elastically and viscouslyto the driver plate.
These blocks do not change position immediately after the slippageof a coupledblock in the bottom layer
but rather creep to a new equilibrium position with an
exponentially decreasingrate through time.
Cumulativefrequency-size
distribution. We have implemented the model of Figure lb with heterogeneous
friction. Representativemodel results are given in Figures

to non-

hahLG

(2)

where ha is the thickness of the asthenosphere,hL is
the thicknessof the elastic lithosphere, G is the shear
modulusof the lithosphere,and/• is the viscosityof the
asthenosphere.Using ha=100 km, h•=30 km, G=30

GPa, and /•=4x1019Pa s we obtain D:0.75 m2/s,

in close agreement with the value obtained from the
precursor-magnituderelation.
Omori's Law and relative frequency of foreshocksand aftershocks.

Omori's

Law states that

the number

of af-

tershocksfollowing a main shock rupture decaysas a
power-law function of the time since the
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r(to- t) oc(to- t) -p wherep m 1. The numberof after-

3

shocksis definedby excessnumber of earthquakesabove
the backgroundrate of seismicityfollowinga mainshock
rupture. The same function has also been found to
describe the increase in the number

2
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0
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foreshocks.Stackedplots of model seismicityas a function of time before and after mainshock ruptures are
presentedin Figures 7a-c for the modelsof Figure 5a-c
respectively. The plots have been stacked by adding
up the seismicity before and after many mainshocks
in equally-spaced bins. The ratio of foreshocksto aftershocksis found to decreasewith decreasingseismic
coupling from a value near one for a system exhibiting characteristicearthquake behavior to a value much
lessthan one for a systemexhibiting noncharacteristic
earthquake behavior. Thus, the model suggestsa very
specific pattern to look for in seismic data: the relative occurrence

2

of foreshocks

to aftershocks

is related

to whether the fault displays characteristic or noncharacteristic earthquake behavior.
The stacked number of earthquakes per unit time

E
1

abovethe backgroundrate before(Figure 8a) and after
(Figure 8b) mainshocksare plotted in Figure 8. These

0
-1

200

be-

fore a mainshock[Kaganand Knopoff,1980;Jonesand
Molnar, 1979]. There are many moreaftershocks
than

E

200

of foreshocks

220

240

260

280

300

t

plots indicate that although the number of foreshocks
and aftershocksvary for models with different seismic
coupling, the exponent in Omori's Law remains the
same and is in agreement with the observationp m 1
for real aftershock

data.

This result contrasts with that

of Hainzl et al. [1999]whofoundthat their modelonly
produced an exponent consistentwith Omori's Law for
particular values of their model parameters.

Kagan's
Lawfor spatiotemporal
clustering.Kagan[1970]
was the first to usethe pair correlation function to study
the spatiotemporal clustering of hypocenters. The re-

2

E

sults he obtained

are a fundamental

observation

of seis-

1

micity. Kagan [1991a,1991b]calculatedthe numberof

0

pairs of hypocenters per unit area and time as a function of the distance and time between hypocenters. He
found that the frequencyof pairs decreasedas a powerlaw function of the distance between pairs over a wide
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t

Figure 5. Magnitude versustime for seismicity of a model

fault with (a) large seismiccouplingexhibiting characteristic earthquakebehavior(Ka--0.4), (b) intermediateseismic
coupling(Ka=0.1), and (c) relatively low seismiccoupling
exhibitingno large events(K•=0.025).

rangeof distances:c(Irl- tel)-

I•l-

•21-q with val-

ues of q that decreasedwith increasingtime between
hypocenters. He obtained the same result when he exchanged time for space: he found that the frequency
of pairs decreasedas a power-law function of the time
between pairs with exponents that decreasedin magnitude with increasing distance between hypocenters.
The correspondingresults for the output of the
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Figure 6. Cumulative frequency-sizedistribution for the
seismicityof Figure 5. The model generatesseismicitywhich
is consistent

-1.5

GR for small events but varies from char-

acteristic earthquake behavior for models with large seismic
coupling to a GR distribution with exponential rolloff for
models with a low seismiccoupling.
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erogeneousspring-blockmodel with viscouscoupling is

given in Figure 9. For small separations(1-2 lattice
sites) the exponentof the pair correlationfunctionin
time is closeto -1 while for larger separationsthe exponent q decreasesin closeagreementwith Kagan's result. The time in Figure 9 is normalized by the viscous
damping time To in our model.
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Cumulative Benloft strain increasebeforelarge earthquakes.

Bufe and Varnes[1993]identifieda new quantitative
precursorby observingthat the cumulativeBenloftstrain

900

releasedprior to large earthquakesincreasedas a power-

800

law functionof time beforethe mainshock:B(to - t) cr
(to- t) -"• where B is the cumulativeBenloftstrain
release.Bufe and Varnes[1993]documented
this pat-

tern for seismicity prior to Loma Prieta and Bufe et

al. [1994]identifiedthe samepatternin seismicitypre-

ceedingseverallarge earthquakesin the Aleutian Arc.
Their work followsthat of Keilis-Boroket al. [1988]
and Keilis-Borokand Rotwain [1990]who have used
the increasein intermediate-magnitudeearthquakesto
predict times of increasedprobabilitiesfor large earthquakes. The average values of m for both San Franciscoand segmentsof the Aleutian Arc were closeto

I3'

Theseauthorschoseto analyzethe Benioffstrain

because

it is a measure

intermediate

between

earth-

quake number and seismicmoment. If one computes
the cumulative seismicmoment before large events the
curve is dominated by the seismicmoment releaseof
the few largest events and it is impossibleto see any
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Figure 7. Rate of foreshocksand aftershockspreceeding
and following the mainshock rupture for the model with
(a) large seismiccoupling(Ka=0.4), (b) intermediateseismic coupling(Ka=0.1), and (c) relatively low seismiccou-

pling (K•=0.025).

The ratio of foreshocksto aftershocks

decreaseswith decreasingseismic
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observedrough, episodicrupture historiesin structurally
heterogeneoussubduction zones such as the Kurile Islands and broad, smooth ruptures for more structurally
uniform subductionzonessuch as in Alaska. Although
there are no rupture dynamics in our cellular-automaton
spring-blockmodel, it is possibleto obtain approximate
dynamicsby assuminga constantrupture velocity. The
rupture begins at the first unstable block and propagates radially outward at a constant velocity in each
direction in which the neighboringblock also becomes
unstable. This processis iterated at each time step until the earthquake rupture stops. Far-field displacement
functions are then calculated by binning the slip distances which take spaceat equal distancesfrom the hypothetical receiver. Far-field displacementfunctions for

lO

lO¸

/

_1o¸

-1

-10
t-t

a fault with a relatively large (a) and a relativelysmall
(b) seismiccouplingare shownin Figure 11. The fault
with large seismiccoupling exhibits the broad, smooth
rupture that Hartzell and Heaton [1985]observedin
structurally homogeneoussubduction zones while Figure 11b is a heterogeneousrupture with a very rapid
increase in stressrelease in the beginning and a slow
falloff towards the end of the rupture. Grayscale plots

lO2

lO
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of the total slip of each portion of the fault surface for
the earthquakesof Figure 11a and 11b are shownin Figure 12 and 13, respectively. Dark areas indicate greater
amounts of slip. Note that earthquakes do not neces-
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Figure 8. Number of earthquakesper unit time (a) leading up to and (b) followingthe main shockrupture for the
modelof Figure5a (filledcircles),5b (untilledtriangles),and
5c (untilleddiamonds).The exponentof the power-lawin-
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•'• 10-1

[]

c(t),•t-1

creaseand decreaseof earthquake number is consistentwith

Omori'sLaw and is independentof the seismiccoupling.

pattern in a statistic dominated by such as small number of events. Earthquake number, on the other hand,
weighseachearthquakeequally and so it is a poor measure of increase

in the number

or moment

release of

intermediate-magnitude events. The stacked cumulative Benloft strain prior to mainshock rupture for the
three model calculationsof Figure 5 are plotted in Figure 10.
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Figure 9. Pair correlation function, the number of pairs of
unit time and area, as a function of time

power-lawwith an exponentof m - •, independent hypocenters per

(normalizedby the viscousdampingtime) for five different
radial
separations: 1-2 lattice spacings(filled circles), 2-4
resultsof Bufe and Varnes[1993]and Bufe et al. [1994].
(squares),4-8 (triangles),8-16 (top curveof diamonds),and
Rupturetiistories. Hartzell and Heaton [1985]have 16-32 (bottom curve of diamonds). This behaviormatches
computedfar-field displacementfunctionsfor largeearth- very closelythe pair correlation function observedby Kagan

of seismiccoupling. This is entirely consistentwith the

quakesfrom subductionzonesaroundthe Pacific. They
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have performed a similar analysisfor fault length in the
Aleutian Arc. Figure 15 plots the ratio of the largest
observedseismicmoment to that predicted basedon an
extrapolation of the power-law fit to smaller eventsfor
eachsegmentof the Aleutian Arc. The data sourcefor

the momentsis Kagan[1997].We observethe samedependenceon fault lengththat Stirling et al. [1996]observedfor strike-slip faults: shorter faults have a larger
seismiccouplingand a larger fractionof their total seismic moment releasedin large events.

0.8
600
o

5OO

Figure 10. Cumulative Benioff strain preceeding large
earthquakesfor a model with relatively large seismiccou-

400

pling (filled circles), intermediate seismiccoupling (open
triangles), and small seismiccoupling(open triangles). A
least-square fit to the data yield a power-law relationship

E
o

with exponent-1/3:B(to- t) c• (to- t) -•/3 independent

E
200

of the seismiccoupling, consistentwith the observationsof

Bufe and Varnes[1993].

100

sarily rupture simply connectedregions:the rupture of
Figure 12 has three patches of fault surface which do
not slip even though they are completely surrounded
by regionsof slip.
Scaling of averageslip versusmoment. The average
slip versus moment is plotted in Figure 14. A leastsquares fit to the data indicate a relationship of d o(

5

[$ammiset al., 1999].
Dependenceof large-magnitudeseismicity on fault length

and structuralcomplexity.Stirling et al. [1996]have
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t (distonce from hypocenter)
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Moø'17.This samerelationship
wasobtainedfor differ-

ent values of the seismic coupling. This relationship
matches exactly that of earthquakesin Parkfield, California, for which the sourcegeometriesare well known
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performed the most complete quantitative analysis of
the dependence of the frequency-sizedistribution of
earthquakeson fault length and structural complexity
for strike-slipfaults. Theseauthorsquantifiedthe largemagnitude behavior of strike-slip faults with the ratio
of the frequency or moment of observedlarge events
to the frequency or moment of large events based on
an extrapolation of the best-fit power-law distribution
of small-magnitudeevents. They observedthat small,
smoothfaults displayedbehavior consistentwith a rela-
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t (distance from hypocenter)

Figure 11. Source-time function for a large rupture of a
model fault with (a) large seismiccoupling and a broad,
smoothrupture and (b) small seismiccouplingand a rough,
episodic rupture history. These source-time functions can
be comparedto the broad, smooth rupture historiesof large
earthquakesof Alaska and the rough ruptures of the heterotively large seismiccoupling(i.e. the ratio of frequency geneousKurile Islands subduction zone observedby Hartzell

or moment of observedto extrapolated large-magnitude

and Heaton
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Figure 12. Grayscaleplot of fault slip for a largerupture of a modelfault with (a) largeseismiccoupling
and (b) relatively small seismiccoupling.
CONCLUSION

Although many spring-blockmodelshave been proposed,on the wholethey have failed to add significantly
to our basic understanding of fault mechanics. Part
of the reason for this may be that so many different
models have been proposed, all of which purportedly
reproduceGR statistics. Another reasonmay be that
too few studies investigatealternative modelsto see if
their model is unique in reproducingobservedpatterns
of seismicity. In this study we have attempted to set a
new standard for spring-blockmodels by presentinga
model which generatesrealistic seismicitywith respect
to many different measuresof seismicity. We have also
constructedthe model in sucha way that we are able to
rule out stress-dependentfriction as a significantgenerating mechanismfor foreshocksand aftershocks.Lastly,
we have tried to provide a brief review of the last decade
of work to put our work and the recent work of others
into context.

Our model suggeststhat the roles of fault length,
depth, and structural heterogeneitycan be understood
in terms of their influence on the seismiccoupling of
fault systems.Seismiccoupling,in turn, influencesthe
relative frequencyof large and small-magnitudeevents,
the relative frequencyof foreshocksand aftershocks,the

spatiotemporal clustering of events, the buildup of cumulative Benioff strain before large earthquakes, and
the rupture histories of individual earthquakes. The
statistical similarity of seismicity on strike-slip faults
and in subduction zonessuggeststhat seismicityin sub0.40
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Figure 13. Averagedisplacementd versusseismicmoment
Mo. A least-squarefit to the data yield a power-law rela-

tionshipd ocMoø'x7,consistent
with the valueobtainedfor
earthquakes
at Parkfield,Californiaby Sammiset al.
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14. Ratio of the maximum moment observed to

the maximummomentpredictedbasedon an extrapolation

of the GR fit to smalleventsfor differentsegments
of the
AleutianArc, asa functionof segmentlength.Momentdata
from Kagan[1997].
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Ben-Zion, Y., and J.R. Rice, Earthquake failure sequences
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